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Voting Process Statement for 

Nepal’s 2022 Federal and Provincial Assemblies Elections 
(Release Date: 20 November 2022) 

 
 

Background 
 

The 20 November 2022 National and Provincial Assemblies Elections are the second national polls 
and the first to take place on one day since the promulgation of the current constitution in 2015. A 
total of 17,988,570 eligible voters are set to choose candidates running for 275 seats in the federal 
parliament and 550 seats across the seven provincial assemblies. 
 

To evaluate the transparency, inclusiveness, and accountability of Nepal’s 2022 National and 
Provincial Assemblies Elections, NEOC trained and deployed 1,070 nonpartisan, accredited 
stationary and mobile observers across Nepal’s seven provinces and 77 districts to monitor election 
day procedures from opening through the closing of polling centers and report to NEOC’s 
Kathmandu-based Data Center.  For the first time in Nepal, NEOC has utilized a rapid reporting 
system for citizen observation to quickly gather, manage, and analyze observation findings from 
across the country. In providing real-time reports throughout election day, NEOC’s observers serve 
a critical role in the electoral process, which included deterring fraud, exposing and quantifying 
fraud if it occurs, providing impartial and timely information on the election process to 
stakeholders, and overseeing the electoral process.  
 

Preliminary Findings 
 

Voting Process 

NEOC observers were permitted to monitor all aspects of the voting process in all but one of the 
1,019 polling centers observed. Observers from other domestic observers were present at nearly 
half of the polling centers observed by NEOC. Persons with disabilities, pregnant women, and the 
elderly were given priority in queues at 1,000 out of 1,019 observed polling centers and assisted 
voting was conducted in line with ECN guidelines in 914 polling centers observed. 

NEOC Observers reported proper voter check-in (voters checked on the voting list, asked to present 
their official ID card, fingers checked and inked, given four signed ballot papers, and signed the 
counterfoil) in all but one of the 1,019 observed polling centers. However, four polling centers were 
observed to have permitted more than 25 voters to vote who were without an official ID card 
and/or not on the voter list.  22 of the observed polling centers denied voters on the voter list who 
had an official ID card.  

Voting booths were set up to ensure ballot secrecy in 99% of 1,020 observed polling centers, with 
856 centers having voting booths located outdoors. Though NEOC did not receive reports of 
sensitive election materials being stolen, in previous elections voting booths and ballot boxes being 
located outdoors had been the cause of electoral material theft.   

Critical Incidents 

NEOC observed isolated critical incidents during the voting process at polling centers, which 
included: 

 Multiple reports of confusion among voters and polling center officials regarding which ballot 
papers were associated with which elections and which ballot boxes each paper needed to be 
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deposited in. In some polling centers, voters were called and asked to recast ballots correctly, 
while in one center in Lumbini Province polling officials provided numerous voters the same 
ballots for both the Provincial Assembly and House of Representatives races. Polling officials 
consulted the ECN who advised that the polling station close, the vote be annulled, and a new 
date be set for a re-vote in this center. NEOC will continue to monitor these developments. 

 Booth capture was reported in a few polling centers in Bagmati Province perpetrated by a 
party, and police were called to resolve the issue. NEOC is awaiting additional details about 
the resolution of this situation. 

 The inter-party conflict was reported in Sudurpaschim Province, which resulted in voters 
being injured and voting being suspended from 3:00 pm onward.  

Conclusion 
 

In this preliminary situational report, NEOC can confidently confirm that the arrangements put in 
place by the ECN for the voting process were largely adequate for most polling centers. During the 
voting period, the election program has been conducted in a satisfactory manner, with the 
exception of general technical errors in the polling management Despite several noticeable 
undesired incidences aimed at disrupting the polls, the election has been conducted in a peaceful 
atmosphere, though multiple instances of confusion regarding the four ballots used for these 
elections remain a concern that NEOC will continue to monitor. The presence of women, senior 
citizens, persons with disabilities and general voters in this periodically held elections have 
remained progressive. NEOC is continuing to receive reports from its network of nationally 
deployed observers and will continue to release updated reports.  
 
About 
NEOC is one of the largest and most credible civil society coalitions in Nepal with demonstrated 
experience and expertise in election observation since 1991. NEOC is also engaged as a democracy 
watch flagship organization primarily focused on field research & study, rights-based civic/voter 
education, advocacy & social interaction on legal & administrative reforms, and lobbying for the 
development of an appropriate representation model (electoral system). Furthermore, NEOC is also 
entrusted to coordinate other domestic and international observer groups as well as organizations 
working to enhance electoral education and related programs in the country. Having its National 
Secretariat in the Kathmandu Valley, NEOC has 7 provincial and 77 district chapters active year 
around. Besides monitoring and observation during elections, NEOC's chapters are engaged in 
making different interventions including dialogues and interactions on electoral reforms, political 
party and campaign financing, good governance, state restructuring, and so on. NEOC has a policy of 
involving equal participation of women in its every intervention, ranging from election observation 
to local governance-related activities. NEOC is a founding member of the Asian Network for Free 
Elections (ANFREL) and serves on the organization’s Board of Directors since 2008, and has 
participated in several international election observation missions in Asia and beyond. 
 
For More Information 
 

Please find periodic updates on Facebook at https://www.facebook.com/neoc.nepali. For press 
inquiries, please contact: neocelection1991@gmail.com.  
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